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Abstract - Th~s paper presents an automated knowledge acquisition 
architecture for docking a truck problem. The uthitecture consists of a 
neunl network controller, a fuzzy rule maker. and a fuzzy controller. The 
neural network controller is used to l a m  from trials the dnving 
knowledge. The driving knowledge is then exmcte.d hy the fuzzy rule 
maker to form a driving knowledge rule h e .  The driving knowledge rule 
hase is funher optimized using a genetic algorithm. Computer simulations 
;ire presented to show the effectivenss of the architecture. 

I .  INTKODUCnON 

Connectionist leaning. that is learning by neunl nets. has a well known or 
as m e  might say uncanny ahiity to produce reliable results in situations 
which ye m;lthematically intnctahle. However conmctionist models m 
not accessible to softwve engineering, nor in their usual manifestation as a 
sequential computer model are they particularly fitst. In this paper we 
anempt to get the best of the Connectionist and symholic AI worlds by 
using connectionist leVning to generate a symholic knowledge hiw. We 
have used the truck &king prohlem to inform the discussion because as 
an example it is easy to follow and the problem is so well researched as to 
make comparative results reahly available. 

Backing a truck to dock is difficult for all hut the most skilled truck 
dnvers, as those among us who have tried backing a ciuavan or boat 
trailer know very well. Normal driving inszinas lead to emneous 
movements. much practice is n&ded to get it right. The truck docking 
pnihlem is a typical control prohlem about the detcnination of a glohal 
strategy for guiding the truck that will minimise the length of the truck's 
pathway from a starting location and orientation to being ncatly backed 
ag3inst the dock. In the prohlem the only available information is the 
knowledge of local conditions The problem is difficult to study with the 
use of any existing analytic approaches. 

Nguyen and Widrow ( I ]  first investigated the application of neural 
networks to the truck doclung prohlem. lhey used two neural networks to 
budd a self-learning controller to emulate and control the truck: one for 
identifywg the trucks dynamic characteristics. and the txher for 
controlling the emulator. After trainhg. the self-leaning controller was 
able to @de the truck to the dock from &ost any initial starring 
positions. 'Ihe study demonstnted that the use of neural networks 
substantially reduced the mounts of human effort and design time wtuch 
would have requircd to devise such controller. However the controller 
required 3 significant amount of time to train; leaning was time- 
consuming. In some cases the leaning algorithm did not converge. 

Neunl networks genenlly represent their knowledge in terms of a weight 
matrix which is not accessible to human understanding at present. Fuzzy 
lopic. on the othcr M, is easy to understand and well proven in control 
applications. Kosko and Kong 121 studied the truck docking prohlem using 
fuzzy rules. They first mined the fuzzy controller by encoding a canmm 
seme FAM (Fuzzy Associate Memory) hank. ?hey then developed an 
adaptive fuzzy controller which generates FAM rules directly from 
mining data using a product-space clustering algorithm. Compared with 
the neural controller. the fuzzy controller was compumtionally much 
lighter than the neural controller. However Ihe extraction of driving 

knowledge was ohtained by an off-line statistical approach which seems to 
he too complicated. Ihe fuzzy controller was funher tuned by Wigpiu 
[3] using 3 genetic algorithm in order to get the optimum truck parhs. 
Wang and Mendel [SI discussed the m e  pmhlem using methodology 
similar to Kosko and Kong[2]. 'Ihey pnposed a numerical-timy 
controller for the docking 3 truck prohlem. However the e x a t i o n  of 
knowledge was again in an off-line manner. A lot of human experience 
was involved in the consrmction of the fuzzy rule hase. 

In this paper we consider the m e  pmhlem hut develop a knowledge 
acquisition ychitecture which enables the extnction of driving knowledge 
to be automated. The architecture consists of a neural network cartroller. 
a fuzzy d e  maker plus genetic algorithm. and a fuzzy cmtroller. The 
neunl network controller is a modification of the controller by Nguyen and 
Widrow [ I ]  that produces satisfactory uaining data very quickly. Unlike 
the way of exlraction of knowledge by Kosko and Kcng[2]. the acquisition 
of driving knowledge is done in an on-line manner which coincides with 
human Wig's learning panem. This driving knowldp is then put into a 
truck driving expen system. Ihe rules which form the knowledge base of 
the expen system can be updated whenever new mining knowledge is 
genented After knowledge hase generation the rules are then optimised hy 
3 genetic algorithm which produces a shorter path and less docking error 
with fewer rules. 

The paper IS organizecl ils follows. The knowledge acquisition architecture 
is presented in Section 2. Computer simulatitions we given in Section 3. 
The findings are discussed in Section 4. The neunl controller developed 
by Nyyen and Widrow [I] is reviewed in Appendix A. Appendix B 
outlines the fuzzy controller hy Kosko and Kong [2] and the genetic 
optimisatitn hy Wiggins 131. 

2. KNOWLEWE ACQUISITION ARCHlTEcNRE 

2.1 Ovurvirn 

The docking ;I truck prohlem has been studied hy Nguyen and Widmw [ I )  
using neural networks and Kosko and Kong 121 using fuzzy logic. Thc 
fuzzy controller developed hy Kosko and Kong was optimised by Wiggins 
[3]. For brief description of their results. readers are referred to 
Appendices A and B. 

There are some pmhlems with the neural controller of Nguyen and 
Widrow and the fuzzy controller of Kosko and Kong. though m h;rstens 
to add both are excellent at actually docking trucks. The neural contrdler 
needs a suhsmntial amount of time to train. By contrast. the fuzzy 
controller is cmputiuionally much lighter than neunl controller. However 
it does need a ref  human expert to extract the driving lolowledge. Kosko 
and Kong used a pmduct-space clustering algorithm to extract the driving 
knowledge in m off-line manner which seems quite wmplicated 

H u m m  lean in an on-line m m r ,  knowledge is updated as new 
experience is obtained The knowledge a human has is the nsult of 
incment;rl updating rather a single computation fallowing IJIC collection 
of all training data Neural networks do mimic the human styk of 
knowledge acquisition. However the brawledge representation as a might 
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matrix is not yet d e n t m d .  

In this section we aim to develop P knowledge acquisition architecture 
which enahles knowledge acquisition to he automated in an on-lme 
manner. Note that knowledge acquisition [4] is one of the major hottle- 
neck in developing modem knowledge intensive Mificid intelligence 
systems. 

The architecture consists of three pans: the neural network block. the 
fuzzy rule maker, the genetic optimisarion block. 

2.2 Neural Network block 

The neurd network is the same as the one developed hy Nguyen and 
Widnw( I ]  and trained hy the hackpropyation algorithm. However the 
neural network weights are updated at each iteration step, rather &er each 
mining tun. to minimise the objective function. T h i s  modification reduces 
the tnining time signiticsntly. Normally two or three tnining runs will 
give a satisfactory training trajectory from a given starting position. The 
selectkm of the parameters in the ohjective function affects si@cantly 
the performance of the kk ing-up  p w s ,  such as the speed of 
convergence, the smoothness of the trajectories etc. 

2.3 Fuzzy rule maker 
# 

The trained neural net then feeds the Fuuy Rule Maker (FRM) which 
generates a set of fuzzy rules to simulate the neunl network's hehaviour. 
Ihe  definition of fuzzy sets and memhership have to he pre-set prior to the 
training d m  coming in. Firstly the linguistic variables corresponding to 
the inpuuoutput data ilfe defined m e n  the associated fuzzy sets are set to 
he intervals without overlapping. The membership functions can be either 
mangular or tnpezoidal. We used triangular shaped memhership functions 
in this study. The workspace should he partitioned in a logical manner - 
that is for fuzzy memhershps where finer contml is needed the fuzzy sets 
should he smaller. The FRM should he able to estimate the fuzzy rules 
underlying expert hehaviour in various cases. even when the expert or 
fuzzy engineers can not articulate these rules. 

2.4 Generic optimisatian block 

The M y  rules (we rather call them raw fuzzy rules) are then sent to the 
genetic optimisation block and assessed. The piuiuneters for optimisaion 
may he the overlaps hetween the fuzzy sets. or shapes of memhership 
functions. or the definition of the linguistic fuzzy variables. We can tune 
the fuzzy controller by either changing the memhership functions without 
changing the linguistic variable definitions. or changing the definitions of 
e x h  Linguistic variahles. The genetic algorithm chooses nndomly overlaps 
hetween fuzzy sets and finds their fitness. The fitter ovedaps then 
combined together to generate new overlaps with higher fitness. The 
ohjective function can he associated with mother criterion - the shortest 
path from starting Itration to the desired dock 

2.5 KnowlvdRr acquisition procedure 

--U* 

Fig. 1 Diagm of simulated buck and loading zone 

Before we detail the howledge acquisition prucedure, let us first specify 
the docking workspace and the truck. Fig.] shows a simulated truck and 
loading zone [2]. 'IW three viuiahles. x.y and 9 & m i n e  the truck 

position. I$ is the angle of the truck with the honzontd. The ccminlinatc 
pair ( x , y )  specifies the position of the rear centre of the truck in the plmc. 
?he goal is to make the truck anive ai the loahng dtxk PI a nght uigk 
($,=Sflo) and to align the position (I.!) cif the truck with the desired 

loading dock U,,..vd). In this study only h c h n g  up is considered. thc 
truck moves backwards hy some fixed chtance at every stage. 

Ihe  knowledge acquisition p~xedure p e s  as follows: 

1. Train the modified neural network contrciller t o  get a raining 
trajectory for an initial Itcation. 

2 Get the mput/output data of the mrung traiccroq and ~la\siI) the 
data mto groups accordmg to the defiruoons uf the h p i w c  fuzz) 

sets with respect IO the mput vanahles x and 9. 

3. For each group calculate the mean (avenge) of the output variable 

data 6 and the stiindiud deviation of the mean oi in the 

corresponhg input fuzzy sets with respect to x and 9 .  Locate 
corresponding output linguistic fuzzy variable for the mean of 8 .  

helong to one and the only one outpur linguistic fuzzy 

set. then record it as a fuzzy ifthen rule into the FAM hulk. U 

6 k E  helong to more than two output linguistic t uuy  sets. which 

means we have more than two rules which have the m e .  
antecedenus hut different consequenth. then simply chome the one 
with highest memhership value. The input fuzzy sets construct the 
antecedent of the fuzzy rule while the output fuzzy seth COllStNCt the 
conwquenc of the fuzzy rule. If the system has multiple inputhutput 
fuzzy sets then the input fuzzy sets are Joined in t l m g h  conjunctive 
"mi" in antecedent pan and so does the output fuzzy se6 in 
consequent pan ofthe h z y  if-then rule. 

Repeat Step 3 until all groups for the training trajectory are treated. 

Go hack to Step I to get another mining trajectory with the mud 
contmller until all the expected starting locations arc tried. If a 
tnining trajectory gives a rule in scxne region in c d i t  with a rule 
produced with previous mining trajectory. choose the one with less 
standmi deviation. 

4 IF 

5 .  

6. 

7. Ihe FAM hank that has heen ohtained is sent to genetic 
optimisauon block. The memhership functions lor linguistic fuzzy 
sets of the FAM hank are runed to minimise the docking error and 
shorten the path. 

The archtecture IS depicted in Fig. 2. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~;~-=--.. l__._, 
h. r .1  

('rub ('e 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Fig. 2 'fbe howledge acquisition architecture 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 

The following computer simulations are performed on an IBM compatible 
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486/33MHr Personal Computer. x 

We first present the simulation results to show the effeaiveness of the 
modified neural controller. The initial location is at (70. 20) with azimuth 
144'. The truck with size 10x5 moves 0.2 each time. The desired loding 

dock is located at (50, 100) with azimuth 90'. The neural network 
ccntains 20 w u m s  with its weights pre-set to be random numhers 
hetween -0.5 and 0.5. T h ~ s  setting seems a good choice as it gives quite 
good docking trajectory. The parmeters of the ohjective function are 
chosen as a, = 0.5, a, = 0.5. 4 = 0.05. The leaning rates are 

q, =0.1 and Tll = 0.1 Rather updue the weights of the ne& network 
atter each tnining run. we update the weights &r each iteration. l h s  
means we no longer expect that the weights of the neural network 
eventually converge U, certain values. What we iue concerned is the 
wining dm - truck trajectories which is crucial for driving knowledge 
acquisition. Experiments show th;u this trwnnent substantially reduces the 
training time. A satisfactory trajeLlory will normally be found after just a 
few runs. Fig. 3 depicts the docking performance of the truck stating from 
(70.20) with azimuth 144' --- 

Fig3 Truck uajectory of Ihe modified ncural controller for 

lrutid position (70.20) with a n u m  144'' 

Now we present the simulmon results for knowIedge acquisition. unlike 
the neural controller, the fuzzy controller has only two inputs, the x 
position and azunuth @ [2]. 'Ihe output is the steering an@e 8 'Ihis is 
hecause of the. assumphon that there exists enough c l e m c e  hetween 
rmck and the loading dock for the y c m ~ J ~ ~ a t e  to be Ignored 

The linguistic f u u y  subsets for x .  @ and 0. arid the membership functions 
associated with the suhsets for x .  @, are the m e  &s used in Ktko  and 
Kong's simulations. But the membership functions associated with subsets 
for 0 are set to have no overlaps. 'They ye defined as follows: 

N E  cs [-30. -201 NM ++ [-20. -7.51 NS t) [-7.5. -2.51 
ZE t) [-2.5, 2.51 
PE tt 120. 301 

PS t, 12.5. 7-51 PM t) [7.5.20] 

The reason of setting overlap to zem is that we do not know at the 
heginning what overlap would give hetter results. The overlaps as P 

panmeter for optimiwion will he tuned later using a genetic algorithm. 

Before starting mining, each enny of the ensire FAh4 hank is initialised as 
ZE. To acquire the dnving knowledge in terms of human linguistic 
language using the dcvebpai knowledge acquisition architecture. we start 
the tmining from the initial positions: (IO. IO). (30. IO). (50, 10) with 
azimuths -50.30. 150 and get the FAM hank as in T&Ie 1. 

Tne entries with 2E m because h e  truck mjectories never pass through 
those regions. Although the rules in Tahle 1 give quite good truck 
tiiijectories, it does not mean that the rules obtained are the hest. With the 
knowledge acquisition architecture proposed, the more tmining data one 
gets. the finer the control rules. 

Figure 4 depicts the truck triipctory using this FAM hank to control the 

RB 
RU 
RV 
VE 
LV 
LU 
LB 

LE LC E RC RI 

Table 1. FAM bank for fuzzy controller with mining data for initial 
positions: (IO. 10). (30. IO). (SO. IO) with az imuk -SO. 30. 1.50. 

truck from the initid position (70. 20) \kith azimuth 144". The &clung 
e m r  is 4.05. Even some d e s  are missing from the hulk. the f u u y  
controller st i l l  performs well. 

Fig.4 Truck tra$xtory of the funy controller for initial 
position 00.20) with azimuth 144'. Overhp is OR. 

The overlaps heween the fuzzy suhsen for 0 c m  he used as parameters 
for optimisation In our study we m i d e r  a simple case one overlap 
parameter case. The ohjective is to minimise the docking emr .  We stan 
the genetic algorithm with 10 mdomly genented overlap parameters. The 
vJue of each p m e t e r  is converted to a string of O s  and 1's with length 
7. The genetic algorithm produces I O  generations and the overlap 
panmeter which gives minimum docking error among those doclung errors 
produced hy other ovedap panmeters is c h w n  as the ''hest" value. The 
genetic algorithm pmduces the better overlap m e t e r  15%. which gives 
the docking error 1.75. 

Fig3 Truck tra~eftcny of the f u u y  convolla for initial 

position (70.20) with azimuth 144'. Overlap is 15%. 

More generations may gve value which is hetter than the "hest" overlap 
parmeter. However it very much depends on the values of initid overlap 
parameters randomly chosen and random c m e r  hetwetn the overlap 
parameters with high fimess. 

A more complete FAM hulk is given in T&le 2 which is done with mm 
overlap hetween output fuzzy subsets after 50 stiuting positions an tested. 
The table shows a finer control than Tahle 1. 

Even after up to 50 m m  training sets, we still do not have d e s  for all 
regions. To obtain those missing rules, one has to test m m  starting 
positions so that the truck will pass thruugh thosc regions and mon rules 
will be generated However it seems not nccessvy to test molc starting 
pxition as for example all the neighhwring Mocks slwnd (LB, CE) have 
rules except (LB, CE). It should he able to be guessed like lumMs Qing. 
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RB 
RU 

@ RV 
VE 
LV 
LU 
LB 

Table 2. FAM bank for fuzzy controller with raining data for 50 initial 
positions 

It is should be possible to mfer the rule for (LB. CE). This will he 
investigated in the future. 

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the truck driving knowledge acquisition in the context of 
a knowledge acquisition Ychitecmre for the automated acquisition of 
knowledge. 

The m o d i f i d o n  to the neural controller is proved to he effective as it 
reduced substantially the tnining time required. It breaks the aaditional 
customs of neural network leaming which try to train the network weights 
to converge to certain values. The q p m h  is acceptable in this c w  
because the purpose is the extraction of tnining data We have shown that 
the quality of a truck trajectory is affected by the choice of the panmeters 
of the objective function. This m a  will he studied further. 

The fuzzy rule maker hasically uses a statistical approach to manipulate 
the raining data and find fuzzy rules. Ihe approach used does not work 
wcasiunally as the mean and variance do not always reflect some e m m e  
cases like sudden tuming of the truck etc. A more SOphiStiCated approach 
will be developed 

The genetic algorithm has demonstrated its effectiveness in optimising the 
fuzzy controller. In this p q r  il simple case that only one overlap 
panmeter is used to optimise the fuzzy rules h a  been discussed. It is 
intended to use more than two pwmeters to tune the fuzzy rules to gve 
better wrformance. 

The c u e  study is an illusuatiori of how ctmnectionist learning and 
knowledge acquisition. a bottle-neck of AI, can he well comhined and 
suppun each other. I t  is our intention to use the knowledge acquisition 
archteimre to study more complicated practical control systems. 
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APPENDIX A : Neunl Conmiller 

In this section the neural controller developed hy Nguyen and Widnlw [ 1 I 
for the docking a truck problem is briefly reviewed. 

A. I .  Nrural nefworks and back-propagation algorithm 

A neural network is composed of many simple and similv processing 
elements. Adaline is used as the processing element. Normally two layers 
of Addines with two sets of weights suffice for implemenmg any 
nonlinear function. An Adaline is defined to have an mput vector 

x={x,},  an output y .  and a weight vector W={w,} .  1=1.2 ...., n. which 

satisfy that y ( X ) = f ( x  w, x,). where f() is sigmoid tunction. Assume 
1-1 

there we m output. then y can he considered as a vector whose entries 

! ' , ( X ) = f ( x w , x , ) ,  j = /  ,..., m. Thedesiredoutputisdenoted~s(X). 
8 - 1  

The algorithm used to tnin the layered neural networks is known as back- 
propagation [ I ]  which guides the weights of neural networks to converge 
to a set of weights that minimizes the mean-squm error 

J = E(lld(.Y)-y(X)l/) .  Updating weights is undertaken hy updating rules 

where yt, and a, iire the weights for the first layer and the second layer 

respectively with k = /  ,..., m. i = /  ...., nwu, j = /  ..... n. Here m is the numher of 

outputs. nwM the numher of hidden neurons and n the numher of inputs. 

q, and q, are the leming nte  panmeters. 

A.2. Neural network docking truck system 

The neural network docking truck system developed by Nguyen and 
Widrow [ I ]  consists of two neural networks: one for identifymg the truck 
dynamic characteristics, and the other for conmlling the emulator. Before 
mining the neural controller, the neural network emulator is first tnined 

which hehaves like the truck to he controlled. The inputs for the neural 
controller are two coordinates x, y, azimuth ij , the output is the steeling 
angle 8. The truck is assumed only to move twckwvds with 
speed The ohjective function is 

the mean-square error over all tnining runs. The constants a,, a2, a, ;ve 

chosen to weigh the importvlce of each errur colnponenL 



. I .  

4 AIJPENDK B : Fuuy Controller 

In th~s section. the fuzzy conuoller proposed hy Kosko and Kong (21 IS 

reviewed The opumisauon scheme of fuzzy conmller usmg geneac 
algorithm 131 IS outlmed 

B .  I .  F u i q  docking truck system 

In the fuzzy doclung truck system [2] , the truck emulator was replaced hy 

which show that the truck moves backwards from position (1.y) with 

;~zunuth $ to (x ' ,  y') with azimuth 9 . lhis replacement as discussed in [2] 
does not a!Yect the post-mining performance of the docking truck system, 
since the truck emulator network backpropagaes only errors. The variable 
ranges are0 5 x I100,0S y 5 100. -9019 5270. -30 a3 130. 

Unlike the neural controller. the fuzzy conmiller has only two inputs, x 
position and azimuth $.  The output is still the steering angle 8 .  'Ihis is 
because of the assumptton that there exists enough c l e m c e  hetween 
truck and the loading dock so the \. coordinate could he ignored. 

Tne common-sense linguistic fuzzy-set values of the fuzzy variables which 
an expert may use to describe the dnving knowledge are as follows . 

azimuth $ position x steering-angle 0 

RB : Right Below LE : Left NB : Negative Big 
R U  : Right Uppcr LC ; Left Centre NM : Negative Medium 
RV : Right Vertical CE : Centre NS : Negative Small 
VE : Vertical RC : Right Centre ZE : k r o  
LV : Left Vertical RI : Right PS ; Positive Small 
LU : Left Upper PM : Positive Medium 
LB : Left Below PB : Positive Big 

Each linguistic variable (or fuzzy subset) is associated with o fuzzy 
membership function. A fuzzy membership function is defined ils a 
mapping function m , ( a ) :  u+[O,l]. U E A .  This function m,(u) 
indicates the degree U) which U belongs to the fuzzy set A [ 2 ] .  The 
mmgular shaped fuzzy membership functions are used in ttUs study. 

Furzy rules are normally written in terms of antecedent-consequent pairs 
of IF-THEN s t a m e m  . An example of th~s kind of IF-THEN rules is If 
x = CE and $ = VE then 8 = ZE .This fuzzy nile indicates that if 
the truck is in the centre of the working lot and the azimuth is vertical, then 
the controller should r ~ ) l  produce a positive or negative steering-angle 
signal. Since the truck is assumed only to move hackwards with c m m t  
sped. the vuck will eventually reach the dock with the desired azimuth. 

A cx"on-setse fuzzy asstxiad memory (FAMI bank can obtained as 

X 

9 

RB 
RU 
RV 
VE 
LV 
LU 
1 1 1  

Fig.B.l Fuzzy membership functions for each linguistic fuzzy set value 

The FAM hank in Table B. 1 says that given input conditions of x and $ . 
the output 0 is then determined 

The output fuzzy set 0 cm be determind hy the correlation-minimum 
mference 

N N 

where @, is the invoked output FAM rule. N is the number of 0,. and f, 

is the antecedent f i t  value and si the consequent fit value in the ith FAM 
rule. To defuzzify the ouqwl fuzzy set @. the Centroid defuzzification 
scheme is used which gives centroid e as: 

where 0 defines a fuzzy subset of the steering-angle universe of discourse 
e =  (e ] , . . . ,eN t .  

The mm interesting result is the adaplive FAM syslem which gencriues 
FAM rules that represent driving knowledge acquisition. ?hc following 
FAM hank is exmcted from the mining data from the neunl u"l ler  
using pmduct-space clustering algorithm iissociated with Differential 
Competitive Leruning (DLC) 121. The FAM hank is slightly diffmnt fran 
Tab1e.B. I. However the convol effects are the sitme. They hoth drive the 
truck to the dock 

x 

RB 
RU 
RV 
VE 
LV 
LU 
LEI 

Table B. I FAM-bmk for fuzzy conwlh  

assclciated with the fuzzy memhership functions 

Table B.2 Adaptive FAM bank for f u u y  contrdler 
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B.2 Oprimisarion usin,q Rrneric olporirhm 

Genetic algorithms iue a search procedure which optimises the goodness of 
fit  of P function to m e  observations 171. The algorithm is called genetic 
bemuse it is based on mechanics of nvuni  selection and nwrunl genetics. 

Typically. Genetic algorithms use I bit string [I) encode a solution. Each 
genetic code (hit suing) represents P memher or individual to the 
function(s) king optimized albeit it is not necessarily an optimal solution 
A number of membes which cm tie generated on a random basis forms P 

genetic algorithm population. The genetic algorithms are known io 
exponentially increase the occurrence kquency of lhose members (bit 
strings) that poses lugher than avenge "fitness". A genetic algorirhm 
normally proceeds as follows: 1. Evolution - Fitness is determined for 
members of a population of hit strings; 2. Selection - Population memhers 
are assigned a number of copies in a mating p o l  that is used to c " x t  
a new population .the higher a population member's fitness, the more 
copies in the mating pool it receives; 3. Reambination (mwover) - 
Memhers from the mating pml are recombined (crossed over) nndomly 
to form new individuals. They are cut into two pieces at a randomly 
selected c m o v e r  (cut) point. 'Tht pieces are swapped betwan manhers 
to form new memhers; 4. Mut;ltion - EaEh bit (locus) of a member's 
binary string (gene) is flipped with some small prohahility << 1.0. 
Mutation is a mechanism for maintrrining diversity in the genetic algonlhm 
ppulation. The new memhers fha! result form these steps from a new 
population, and the process is iteraled. 

Genetic algorithms differ from other optimisation and search procedures 
hy considering a population of points from the search spatr and therefore 
reduce the chance of trapping into local optima 

Anythug that a fuzzy function can emulate. the genetic algorithms can 
optimise. The fuzzy controller can he tuned [3] hy choosing steering-angle 
9 as the p m e t e r  for opltimisation As initially the overlaps herween 
iurguistic variables for 0 are set to zero. the numbers of first generation 
can be chosen as different positive numbers. By crosswering the numbers 
to geneme new generations. an overlap which gives better dockmg 
performance may k obtained The performance indexes may be the 
docking error, the cqximum driving path. and the combination of both. 
depending upon if minimum &lung e m r .  shonest driving path, and 
minimum docking e m r  as well as shortest driving path, are required 
respxtively. 
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